Angler in shark-dragging video has history of posting troubling wildlife photos

Angler in video that went viral on Reddit was previously involved in a number of troubling wildlife photos.

The social media thread that went viral on Reddit earlier this week was posted by Mike White, a Florida man who is known for posting disturbing wildlife photos.

The video shows a scene where an angler is dragging a shark after standing on a rock in a river. The angler is wearing shorts and shoes while standing on the rock, and the shark is being pulled behind him.

The video has sparked a debate about animal welfare and ethics in fishing, with some people expressing concern about the treatment of the shark.

Mike White's previous posts have also been criticized for showing dead animals, animal cruelty, and other inappropriate content.

White has been involved in several incidents related to wildlife and fishing, including a controversy over a video showing a dead dolphin being dragged behind a boat.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) has launched an investigation into the incident and has yet to release any information about the angler or the video.

Mark Gattas, a spokesperson for the FWC, said, "We are aware of the video and are looking into it. We will provide an update as soon as we have more information."